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I. INTRODUCTION 

Unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) have wide applications, 

such as military reconnaissance, areal mapping, and environ-

mental monitoring. However, drones can also be used for illegal 

surveillance or military purposes. Therefore, efficient methods 

are required to detect drones and to distinguish them from simi-

lar targets, mainly birds. 

Automatic target recognition (ATR) [1] using radar signals 

can effectively detect and classify drones. ATR recognizes a tar-

get by analyzing the data collected from radar, which uses wide-

band electromagnetic signals. ATR has been used to classify 

enemy jets, tanks, and other weapons in warfare. It analyzes a 

compressed wideband signal to extract two signatures: a high-

resolution range profile (HRRP) and an inverse synthetic aper-

ture radar (ISAR) image, which represents the radar cross-

section (RCS) distribution information [1–3]. However, these 

two methods might be inefficient when the size and RCS of the 

target are similar or if the target is engaged in additional motion 

during the coherent processing interval (CPI). Drones have 

similar RCS to that of birds (approximately 20 dBsm), which 

impedes the classification performed using RCS and HRRP. 

Furthermore, ISAR images can be significantly blurred due to 

the time-varying micro-Doppler (MD) effect [4] caused by the 

rotating blades of a drone or the flapping wings of a bird. 

MD represents the time-varying micro-motion of a target 

[4–8]; thus, MD analysis has high potential for use in ATR. 

The basic principle of MD analysis is that the rapid mechanical 

rotation and vibration components of a rigid body cause addi-

tional Doppler frequency modulation on the returned radar 
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signal. This additional modulation can significantly blur the 

ISAR image in the cross-range direction and change the ampli-

tude of the range bin that corresponds to the blade position in 

the HRRP, thereby degrading the ATR accuracy [9–12]. How-

ever, MD can effectively distinguish drones from birds because 

they both have distinct micro-motions and therefore different 

MD signatures. A drone blade is engaged in two-dimensional 

(2D) rotation, so its MD in the time-frequency (TF) domain is 

symmetric, and the rotation period is well-represented [5, 6]. In 

addition, the MD bandwidth is relatively large due to the large 

rotation speed of the blade, and blade flashes appear due to the 

blade RCS. In contrast, the MD of the bird is caused by wing 

flapping, which is not symmetric and has a narrower bandwidth 

than the signature of the drone blade. Therefore, MD can be used 

to achieve high ATR accuracy to distinguish drones from birds. 

In this study, we evaluated how various MD features of a fre-

quency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) radar signal [13] 

affect the accuracy of discrimination between birds and drones. 

For this purpose, we constructed a radar signal by using a rotat-

ing blade and a bird wing composed of a plate and an ellipsoid, 

each of which have an analytically defined RCS. In addition, 

efficient features for classifying drones and birds were proposed 

by expanding the features previously proposed in a conference 

[14]. Classifications were conducted for various observation 

scenarios and the usefulness of each feature was analyzed. In 

addition, the improvement achieved by the feature fusion was 

analyzed, and the accuracies of a nearest-neighbor classifier 

(NNC1) [15] and a neural network classifier (NNC2) [16] were 

compared. The classification results showed that the MD 

bandwidth was the most adequate for short observation time Tob 

but that to exploit the time-periodic nature of MD, Tob must be 

extended. The correct classification ratio Pc ≈ 100% was 

achieved by using only three features. NNC1 was found to be 

more appropriate than NNC2 for drone–bird classification. 

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND PROPOSED METHOD 

1. Mathematical Modeling of the Rotating Drone Blade and 

Flapping Bird Wing 
A drone blade can be modeled using two collinear plates of 

width 2ab and length 2bb, which are rotated around the x-axis, 

one by ±45º and another by -45º (Fig. 1). The coordinates of a 

blade tip rotating clockwise at frequency fb around the z-axis are 

obtained as 
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Assuming that a plate is observed at a line-of-sight (LOS) 

vector composed of an azimuth angle 𝜙 and an elevation θ 

(Fig. 2), the RCS of the flat plate rotated by 45º is analytically 

given as [13]: 
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Fig. 1. Drone blade model. 

Fig. 2. Observation geometry to calculate the RCS of a blade. 
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Using the same R(t) as that in (1), Vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 change 

accordingly as 
 

         ( ) iV R t V= •  for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (8)
 

so the RCS of the rotating blade can be obtained at each LOS 

by using (2). 

The bird motion was modeled using the upper and back 

muscles of the wing (Fig. 3). With the same sinusoidal frequen-

cy fw, the analysis assumed that the lower muscle tip at (x1, y1, z1) 

rotated by 1 40 cos(2 ) 15wf tθ π= ° + ° and the upper muscle tip 

at (x2, y2, z2) rotated by 2θ  = 30°
 
cos(2 )wf tπ + 40° . The 

forward–backward movement of the upper wing was modeled 

by rotating (x2, y2, z2) by 20 sin(2 ) 40w wf tφ π= ° + °  in the x-y 

plane. Thus, the two-muscle position can be expressed as 
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where r1 and r2 are 
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The wing muscle can have various shapes but our main concern 

is the MD analysis; thus, the muscle was modeled as an ellipsoid 

(Fig. 4). As in the case of a flat plate, the RCS of the ellipsoid 

observed at an observation angle θw with respect to the major 

axis is analytically given as 
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where aw and bw are the lengths of the minor and major axes, 

respectively [13]. Assuming that the vector of the major axis of 

the lower and upper muscles is ip  (i = 1 for the lower and 2 

for the upper muscle), θw is calculated as 
 

   𝜃 = cos ̅  ∙ | ̅ || |   for i = 1 and 2 (12)
 

where 
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are the centers of muscles 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

2. Radar Signal Modeling and Principle of MD 
In this study, we used an FMCW signal to form the re-

ceived radar signal. FMCW is a widely used, low-cost and 

low-power radar system that can be implemented in a small 

system and is widely used for short-range detection and imag-

ing. The FMCW radar continuously transmits and receives a 

chirp signal within a given period Tchirp [13] (Fig. 5). 

The transmitted chirp signal, which is repeated at intervals 

Tchirp, is expressed as 

      

2

0( ) exp 2 ( )
2
r

T
K ts t j f tπ 

= + 
  (14)

 

where f0 is the minimum frequency and Kr is the chirp rate (Fig. 

5). The bandwidth B, Kr, and Tchirp are related as 

         
r
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=
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The received chirp from a scatterer at r is given by 
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where the time delay τ = 2r/c and c is the speed of the light. For 

the bistatic observation scenario, 2r is replaced by rt + rr, where 

rt is the distance from the transmitting radar to the target and rr 

is the distance to the target receiving radar.  

Dechirping the received chirp yields an intermediate signal: 
 

Fig. 3. Geometry of bird-wing micro-motion. 
 

Fig. 4. Ellipsoid used for bird muscle and observation geometry. Fig. 5. Transmitted and received FMCW signals.
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where Krτ is the beat frequency: 
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where the residual video phase Krτ2/2 has been removed. 

Assuming that a target with an RCS A0 is observed for a CPI 

TCPI, (11)–(15) are used for each slow time ts = kTchirp during TCPI. 

Thus, the received signal can be expressed as 
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where R(ts) is the distance to the target at ts. Dechirping changes 

s0(t, ts) to s0d(t, ts) as  
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If the third term in the above equation is ignored [17], a Fou-

rier transform (FT) from the t-domain to the f-domain yields a 

dechirped signal in HRRP at ts (i.e., sr(f, ts): 
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where pr(·) is a sinc function formed by a rectangular window of 

length Tchirp. The down-range location of the target can be cal-

culated by determining the peak of pr(·).  

The signal sMD(ts) = sr(Krτp, ts), where τp is the time delay of 

the signal reflected from the target. sMD(ts) is the time-varying 

signal of the target caused by the micro-motion and sampled at 

ts. However, sMD(ts) is time-varying and thus should be analyzed 

in the TF domain rather than the frequency domain. In this 

study, we used the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), which 

is simple to implement and free from cross-term interference. 

STFT transforms sMD(ts) to MD [18, 19]: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) 2*, sj f
s s MD sMD t f s W t e dπ ζζ ζ ζ

∞ −

−∞
= − .   (22)

 

where fs is the frequency and W is the window function. To re-

duce the sidelobe caused by the rectangular window, we used 

the Hamming window. In discrete form, (22) is expressed as 
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where k is the time index, L is the window length, p is the sam-

pled time index, and q is the sampled frequency index. 

The MD image was transformed to the TF domain (Fig. 6). 

The received signal (19) was dechirped to obtain HRRP for 

each ts. Then, the range bin with the highest amplitude was 

selected and STFT was applied to obtain the MD image in the 

TF domain. 

 

3. Feature Vectors for Classif ication 

The following features are proposed in this paper (Table 1).  

The frequency frcs of the MD signal variation in the time do-

main represents the rotation frequency of the drone blades; thus, 

frcs is used as a feature and is defined as 
 

        
argmax( FT( ( ) ))rcs f

f rcs τ= , (24)
 

where ( ) ( )MDrcs sτ τ= . 

The frequency fh of the MD change in the time domain dif-

fers considerably between the drone and the bird; thus, this 

change is used as a feature. To obtain fh, the frequency-domain 

image Iff is obtained by the FT of the MD image in (23) in the 

time domain as 
 

      
FT ( [ , ])ff qI MD p q= , (25)

 

where FTq is the FT in q for each p. Then, fh is obtained as 

Fig. 6. Procedure to obtain the MD image. 

 

Table 1. Features proposed in this paper 

Feature Definition Feature Definition

f1 frcs (monostatic) f2 fh (monostatic)

f3 fv (monostatic) f4 frcs (bistatic)

f5 fh (bistatic) f6 fv (bistatic)

f7 enth (monostatic) f8 entv (monostatic)

f9 ent2D (monostatic) f10 enth (bistatic)

f11 entv (bistatic) f12 ent2D (bistatic)

f13 fpk,h (monostatic) f14 fpk,v (monostatic)

f15 fpk,2D (monostatic) f16 fpk,h (bistatic)

f17 fpk,v (bistatic) f18 fpk,2D (bistatic)

f19 cor± (monostatic) f20 cor± (bistatic)

f21 cormb - -
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Due to the difference in the rotation speed, the MD band-

width fv is used as a feature and can be defined as 
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q

f I p q γ
 

=   
 


, (27)
 

where fmax(s(k), γ) is the maximum k corresponding to a value 

larger than γ% of the maximum s(k). 

The MD frequencies in the positive and negative directions 

differ between drones and birds. Drones have symmetric rotation, 

whereas birds do not; thus, the 2D correlation cor± of ±MD 

frequencies is used as a feature. The correlation cor± is defined as 
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where X and Y are the MD images clipped from 𝐼  for posi-

tive and negative MD frequencies, respectively; X and Y are 

the averages of X and Y; and V(·) is the variance. 

Drone blades rotate symmetrically in the x-y plane, so the 

monostatic/bistatic MD images of MD drones are similar, 

whereas bird wings flap in the z-y plane. The correlation cormb 

obtained using the monostatic and bistatic images is used as a 

feature: 
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where 𝐼 ,  and 𝐼 ,  are monostatic and bistatic 𝐼 , respec-

tively, and 𝐼 ̅ ,  and 𝐼 ̅ ,  are the averages of 𝐼 ,  and 𝐼 , . 

The MD of the drone is widespread; thus, the peak value of 

the normalized MD frequency is small. However, the MD of 

the bird is narrowly spread; thus, the peak is large. Therefore, the 

peak value fpk,v is used as a feature: 
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v
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Z
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where Zv[n] = 
[ , ]ff

q
I p q  is the projected sum onto the vertical 

axis. 

fpk,h is used as a feature and is defined as 
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h
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where Zh[n]
 
= [ , ]ff

q
I p q , which is the projected sum onto the 

horizontal axis.
 

Similarly, the peak value fpk,2D in the normalized 𝐼  is 
 

        
( ),2 maxpk D Nf I= , (32)

where 
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N
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I
I

I p q
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Entropy is a good measure of disorder [20]. It increases with 

the width of a profile but not with a narrowly distributed profile. 

Therefore, the entropy entv of Zv is used as a feature and can be 

expressed as 
 

       

( )( )[ ] log [ ]v v v
n

ent Z n Z n= − ×
. (34)

 

The entropy of Zh is also used as a feature: 
 

       

( )( )[ ] log [ ]h h h
n

ent Z n Z n= − × . (35)
 

Similarly, ent2D, as the 2D entropy of IN, is used as a feature: 
 

   

( )( )2 [ , ] log [ , ]D N N
p q

ent I p q I p q= − × . (36)
 

For the convenience of combining features, they are defined 

as fi for i = 1, 2, …, 21 (Table 1). 

 

4. Construction of the Training Database, Classif ier, and Overall 

Procedure 

To obtain a classification ratio of approximately 100%, the 

training database should be constructed for all combinations of 

azimuth and elevation angles. In addition, the direction of flight 

and frequencies of blade rotation and wing flapping should be 

considered; thus, the computation time and memory space are 

huge. To circumvent these problems, we constructed a training 

database for flight scenarios [2] (Fig. 7). We uniformly sampled 

the three-dimensional space (training space) and assumed that 

Fig. 7. Method to construct the training database.
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the target flew at a given velocity in a given direction, starting 

from each given grid point. Then, the MD image was obtained 

and stored in the training database. 

To consider the variation in flight direction and MD fre-

quency, the MD image was obtained at each grid point by uni-

formly sampling the flight direction within ±θt in increments 

of Δθt. In addition, for each flight direction, fb of the drone 

blade was sampled between fb,1 and fb,2 in increments of Δfb, and 

fw of the bird wing was sampled between fw,1 and fw,2 in incre-

ments of Δfw. In the bistatic observation scenario, a receiving 

radar was located at a distance rb from the transmitting radar, 

and the training database was constructed using the same grid 

points and motion parameters. 

The classifiers used in this study were NNC1 and NNC2, and 

their classification accuracies were compared. NNC1 uses a sim-

ple Euclidean norm as [15] 
 

          
( )min i ui

i g x=


,
 

(37)

with 

      
( )i u u ig x x f= − , 

(38)

where ux  is a test vector and if  is a training vector that be-

longs to the ith class. The class i that yields the minimum Eu-

clidean norm is the class that includes ux . 

As NNC2, we constructed a neural network composed of two 

hidden layers: the first layer had five nodes and the second had 

three [16] (Fig. 8). Training was conducted using a backpropa-

gation algorithm; the output was set to "1" for drones and "0" 

for birds. Because the decrease in the training error after 5,000 

iterations was slight, 10,000 iterations were conducted to prevent 

time consumption. The classification was performed by following 

the general target recognition procedure (Fig. 9). When the test 

data were obtained, the target location and motion parameter 

were not known; thus, the target was randomly positioned in 

the training space, and the micro-motion was modeled using a 

parameter that was randomly set within the range of that pa-

rameter in the training data. Then, an MD image was obtained 

following Fig. 6. Classification was conducted using the defined 

features (Table 1), and the importance of each feature and the 

classification accuracy of the two classifiers were evaluated. 

III. SIMULATION RESULT 

1. Simulation Condition 

Simulations were conducted using an X-band FMCW radar 

with center frequency = 9.6 GHz and pulse-repetition frequen-

cy (PRF) = 4 kHz, which are the specifications of a tracking 

radar that we are developing. To analyze the importance of the 

features that represent the periodicity of the MD signal, obser-

vations were conducted for two values of TCPI. The first was 

0.0385 seconds, which is the standard dwell time of the scan-

ning radar, and the second was 1.001 seconds, so that a long 

observation time could exploit the periodicity of the MD signal. 

The bandwidth was assumed as B = 150 MHz; however, we 

reduced it to 0.150 MHz for fast computation, because the MD 

image is not relevant to range resolution but sampling the target 

using PRF, which exists in a range bin (Fig. 10). 

We assumed a normal-sized drone composed of four wings, 

each of which had four blades rotating at a frequency between 

fb,1 = 40 Hz and fb,2 = 50 Hz. The blade dimensions were select-

ed as ab = 8 cm and bb = 1.5 cm (Fig. 2). For the bird, we as-

sumed a wing span = 60 cm (i.e., aw = bw = 15 cm) at a flapping 

frequency fw,1 = 4 Hz or fw,2 = 7 Hz. As mentioned above, the 

MD of a bird is very different from that of a drone (Fig. 11). 

 
Fig. 8. Architecture of NNC2 used in this paper. 

 

Fig. 9. Classification procedure. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 10. Comparison of MD images obtained using bandwidths: (a) 

150 MHz and (b) 0.150 MHz. 
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Due to the asymmetric motion of a bird, its MD is not symmet-

ric and blade flashes are not observed. In addition, the period of 

MD is much smaller than that of the blade. 

In constructing the training database, the training space was 

divided into 250 subspaces by using a grid. The range on the x-

axis between 300 and 1,500 m was divided into ten equal inter-

vals; the range on the z-axis between 10 and 1,000 m was divid-

ed into five equal intervals; and the azimuth angle between -45º 
and +45º was divided into five equal intervals (Fig. 12(a)). At 

each grid point, the flight direction was set between -θt = -30º 
and +θt = 30º in increments of Δθt = 12º. For each flight direc-

tion on each grid point, the MD image was obtained by varying 

fb and fw in increments of 1 Hz. The test data were randomly 

obtained. Identical simulations were conducted for bistatic ob-

servations with a receiving radar located at 1,000 m on the y-

axis from the transmitting radar at the origin. 

At a random position in the training space (i.e., 300 m ≤ x ≤ 

1,500 m, 10 m ≤ z ≤ 100 m, 0º ≤ azimuth angle ≤ 45º), the 

target was flown in a random direction at -30 ≤ θt ≤ 30º with a 

random micro-motion frequency (Fig. 12(b)). For TCPI = 0.0385 

seconds, 2,500 test images were used per target; for TCPI = 1.001 

seconds, this number was decreased to 300 due to the increased 

computation time. As in the training phase, the bistatic test data 

were obtained using the same parameters. The classification 

accuracy was expressed as the correct classification percentage: 
 

          Pc = Mc/Mte × 100%, (39)
 

where Mc is the number of correct classifications and Mte is the 

number of test samples. 

 

2. Classif ication Results 

1) Classif ication results for the stationary target 

Classifications were performed assuming that the targets were 

stationary with the random micro-motion parameters at a ran-

domly selected position. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was 

varied from -15 to 20 dB in increments of 5 dB, and NNC1 

was used as the classifier. The Pc values for both TCPI were pro-

portional to the SNR, except for f21 for TCPI = 0.0385 seconds. 

Pc was approximately 100% at SNR = 20 dB (Fig. 13). Compar-

ing the features for each TCPI, the highest Pcs at low SNRs were 

obtained using f2 and f5 (i.e., MD frequency fh for monostatic 

and bistatic scenarios), which is a rather unexpected result. These 

results are attributed to the fact that for the short CPI, the frequen-

cy of MD change of the bird is approximately 0 Hz due to the 

slow variation in bird flapping, whereas the blade rotation is fast 

enough to yield a certain value of fh. As a result, Pc was high. 

Comparing the results obtained at the two TCPI values, the 

features that exploited the MD periodicity and the projected 

sum onto the horizontal axis (i.e., f1, f7, f10, f13, f16) were signifi-

cantly improved at TCPI = 1.0 second because the increased ob-

servation time allowed the periodicity to be represented by FT 

along the time domain (= horizontal axis). f2 and f5 are also the 

features representing MD periodicity; however, the Pcs of these 

vectors for TCPI = 1.0 second were lower than those for TCPI = 

0.0385 seconds because of the large zero–nonzero difference.  

Likewise, f21 increased for TCPI because the increased observa-

tion time represented the MD image in detail. The entropy-

related features (f7–f12) yielded a high Pc value but were sensitive 

to noise. 

 

2) Classif ication results for the moving target 

To represent a real observation scenario, the first set of classi-

fications was performed to study the effect of velocity v and 

acceleration a of a moving target by randomly selecting 0 ≤ v 

≤ 10 m/s and 0 ≤ a ≤ 10 m/s2.  

As v of the rigid body shifted the MD and a tilted the MD 

upward or downward, the test MD image was significantly dif-

ferent from the training image (Fig. 14). Other simulation con-

ditions were the same as those mentioned in Section III-2-1. 

The classification results demonstrated that v and a should be 

accurately estimated and compensated for (Fig. 15). Compared  

 
Fig. 11. MD image of the bird model. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 12. (a) Training space and (b) test space.  
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Fig. 13. Pcs for the stationary target (see Table 1 for the meaning of each feature). 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14. Comparison of MD images of the stationary target (a) and moving target (b). 

 
 

 
Fig. 15. Pcs for the moving target (see Table 1 for the meaning of each feature).
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to the result of the stationary target (Fig. 13), Pc of the features  

decreased significantly. Due to the change in MD frequency 

caused by v and a, the RCS frequency varied; thus, f1 and f4 

yielded poor Pc. In addition, Pc of the features (f7, f10, f13, f16) us-

ing the horizontally projected sum decreased considerably due 

to the tilted MD image in the TF domain; the amount of de-

crease was larger at TCPI = 1.001 seconds than that at TCPI = 

0.0385 seconds because the tilt of the MD frequency in the TF 

domain was larger at TCPI = 1.001 seconds than that at TCPI = 

0.0385 seconds. Thus, the test Iff became totally different from 

the training Iff s after FT on the horizontal axis. 

TCPI affected several Pc values. At a short TCPI, the Pc values 

were high because these features are nonzero for a bird and close 

to zero for a drone. However, at a long TCPI, the frequency of 

the MD change affected by v and a was represented by FT, so 

Pc decreased to approximately 50%. The MD bandwidth (f3 and 

f6) was less affected because the MD bandwidth of the drone 

was much larger than that of the drone. The entropy obtained 

using the projected sum onto the vertical axis (f7 and f10, "fast") 

was less affected by v and a than the MD bandwidth because 

the entropy is not determined by the MD bandwidth but by the 

overall distribution. The Pc values of f19 and f20 were also affected 

by v and a, and those of f21 increased for TCPI due to the simi-

larity between the monostatic and bistatic MD images for the 

increased observation time. 

The second set of classifications was performed to study the 

effect of multiple targets because birds and drones may fly in 

groups with similar motion parameters. The variables v and a 

were assumed to have been perfectly compensated for, the num-

ber of targets was randomly selected between 1 and 5 inclusive, 

and the classifications were conducted using the same parame-

ters as those used in the first classification. 

Because the effects of v and a were completely removed, Pc 

(Fig. 16) was slightly lower than the values shown in Fig. 13. 

The Pc values for both TCPI values were proportional to SNR 

except for f21 for TCPI = 0.0385 seconds. f2 and f5, which repre-

sent MD frequency fh, yielded the highest Pc at low SNRs due 

to zero and nonzero MD frequencies. f1, f7, f10, f13, and f16, which 

represent the projected sum onto the horizontal axis, improved 

significantly for TCPI = 1.0 second due to the increased observa-

tion time. f2 and f5 for TCPI = 1.0 second yielded lower Pc than 

those for TCPI = 0.0385 seconds because of the large zero–

nonzero difference. The entropy-related features (f7–f12) yielded 

high Pc but were sensitive to noise, and f21 increased for TCPI due 

to the increased observation time. 

 

3) Classif ication results for the fusion of features 

To demonstrate the improvement in feature fusion, classifica-

tions were conducted by fusing the features. Combinations of 

21 features were used as the feature vector, and Pcs of NNC1 

and NNC2 were compared for various SNRs using the training 

and test data same as those presented in Section III-2-1. The 

number of combinations was large, many of which had Pc ≈ 

100%, so combinations of two and three among the 21 features 

were analyzed, and the optimal combinations that yielded Pc ≈ 

100% were found. 

For combinations of two features, and considering the sum of 

Pc at SNR = 0 dB and 20 dB, the best five combinations ob-

tained Pc ≥ 95% for SNR = 0 dB and Pc ≥ 98% for SNR = 20 

dB (Fig. 17). As in the classifications conducted above, Pc was 

proportional to SNR. For TCPI = 0.0385 seconds, NNC1 using 

f2 + f5, f2 + f15, f2 + f18, f5 + f15, and f5 + f18 yielded high Pc ≈ 100% 

 
Fig. 16. Pcs for the multiple target (see Table 1 for the meaning of each feature).
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for SNR = 20 dB, and for NNC2, f2 + f5, f2 + f7, f5 + f10, and f5 

+ f13 were more effective than other features. Comparing NNC1 

and NNC2, the Pc of NNC1 was higher than that of NNC2. 

This is because the designed NNC2 (Fig. 8) was rather simple 

and the training data were over-fitted to NNC2; thus, Pc was 

lower because of the lack of the generalization capability. 

Pcs for TCPI = 1.001 seconds were much higher for both clas-

sifiers than for TCPI = 0.0385 seconds. For NNC1, Pcs of f2 + f3, 

f2 + f6, and f3 + f7 were approximately 100% for all SNRs, and f3 

+ f13 was sensitive to noise. For NNC2, Pcs of f1 + f4, f1 + f20, f4 + 

f15, f4 + f19, and f4 + f20 were slightly lower than those of NNC2 

at SNR ≥ -10 dB but close to 100%. The reason for the im-

provement was that for TCPI = 1.001 seconds, the features f2 and 

f7 for NNC1 and the features f1, f4, f19, and f20 better represented 

the periodicity of MD than that at TCPI = 0.0385 seconds. 

Combinations of three features increased the Pc value com-

pared to those using combinations of two features, so the re-

quirement to sift the classification results was changed. For TCPI 

= 0.0385 seconds, the best five combinations that satisfied Pc ≥ 

90% for SNR = -10 dB and Pc ≥98% for SNR = 20 dB were 

displayed (Fig. 18). For TCPI = 1.001 seconds, the combinations 

for NNC1 that yielded Pc = 100% for all SNRs were used, and 

for NNC2, the combinations that yielded Pc ≥ 95% for all SNRs 

were used.  

At TCPI = 0.0385 seconds Pc improved only slightly at low 

SNRs because of the poor representation of the target by the 

features that exploit periodicity. Using NNC1, f2 + f5 + f15 and f2 

+ f5 + f15 satisfied the requirement; using NNC2, f2 + f5 + f10, f2 

+ f5 + f13, f2 + f5 + f16, f2 + f5 + f20, and f2 + f7 + f13 satisfied the 

requirement. Pcs of NNC1 were slightly higher than those of 

NNC2, although the number of feature combinations for NNC1 

was smaller than that for NNC2. For both classifiers, features f2 

and f5 worked well because of the zero–nonzero MD relation-

ship (Section III-2-1).  

For TCPI = 1.001 seconds, 23 feature combinations for NNC1 

yielded Pcs = 100% for all SNRs: f2 + f3 + f7, f2 + f3 + f9, f2 + f3 + 

f10, f2 + f3 + f12, f2 + f3 + f13, f2 + f3 + f14, f2 + f3 + f15, f2 + f3 + f16, 

f2 + f3 +  f18, f2 + f3 + f19, f2 + f3 + f20, f2 + f3 + f21, f2 + f7 + f9, f2 

+ f7 + f10, f2 + f7 + f12, f2 + f7 + f13, f2 + f7 + f16, f2 + f7 + f21, f2 + f9 

+ f13, f2 + f10 + f13, f2 + f13 + f16, f2 + f13 + f21, f5 + f6 + f7, f5 + f6 + 

f10, f5 + f6 + f12, f5 + f6 + f13, f5 + f6 + f16, f6 + f10 + f12, f6 + f10 + f16, 

and f6 + f10 + f21. The increased observation time made the fea-

tures related to the horizontal component work very well, and 

the increased dimension provided additional information to 

separate the two classes further. For NNC2, f2 + f3 + f16 satisfied 

the requirement; at SNR = 5 dB, Pc was only 95.2% due to the 

lack of generalization capability, so further study is required to 

achieve high Pc. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes efficient features to classify drones and 

birds by using an FMCW radar. We conducted simulations to 

evaluate the effectiveness of each feature. The radar signal was 

constructed using the analytically known RCS of the drone 

blade and bird wing. A training database that considered flight 

scenarios was constructed to reduce the required memory space 

and computation time. The simulation results suggested that 

features that represent the vertical component of the MD image 

can be used regardless of the observation time, but those that 

represent the horizontal component of the MD image are only 

effective if the observation is extended. For a target that had v 

and a, Pc decreased considerably, so the effects of v and a should 

be removed before the features are extracted. The proposed fea-

tures were also robust to the existence of multiple targets, yield-

ing a small decrement in Pc . High Pc values were obtained by 

combining the features; as the observation time increased, the 

discriminant ability of the features related to the horizontal axis 

increased, so the improvement in Pc increased. NNC1 yielded a 

higher Pc than NNC2, which is attributable to the simple struc-

ture of the neural network. Further studies should be conducted 

to increase the number of neurons or use convolutional neural 

network structures.  

The classification results were obtained assuming the specifica-

Fig. 17. Fusion result for two combinations. 

 

Fig. 18. Fusion result for three combinations. 
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tions of a radar system that we are currently developing. Therefore, 

noise, clutter, and antenna beam shape might make the modeled 

radar signal differ from the measured signal. The blade and wing 

models used here are only one of the wide range of models. The 

materials that constitute the blade might affect its RCS. Birds 

have wings of many shapes and flap them at a range of frequen-

cies. Currently, we are conducting experiments to measure the 

MD signal of real flying drones and birds and to remove clutter 

from the measured signal. Further research on classification per-

formed using the measured signal will be conducted, and used to 

improve the features and the classification methods. 
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